Examples are given of holomorphic self-maps of the unit ball on C2 which induce unbounded composition operators on the Hardy space H2. In particular, an example is given which is one-to-one on the closed ball. Also, a valence condition on the boundary of this ball is given which is sufficient for unboundedness of the induced composition operator.
Introduction.
Let Bn be the open unit ball in C™ and let H2 = H2(Bn) be the Hardy space on Bn. If <p is a holomorphic mapping of Bn into Bn, then the composition operator Cj, : f -► / o <h maps holomorphic functions on Bn into holomorphic functions. If n = 1, it is well known that C¿ is a bounded operator on H2 (see [5] , e.g.). For n > 1, there are many examples (see [1, 2] ) which show that C<p need not be bounded. These examples exhibit a "collapsing" property on the boundary dBn of Bn. For instance <j> may map an arc on dBn to a point on dBn. The main result of this note is the construction (Theorem 2) of a mapping $: B2 -> B2 which is holomorphic and one-to-one on B2 and such that C® is unbounded on H2. $ is in fact a polynomial mapping.
B. MacCluer and J. Shapiro show in [4, Theorem 6.4] that if <j>: Bn -► Bn is
one-to-one and if the derivative of </>_1 is bounded on <¡>(Bn), then Cj, is bounded on i/2 (see also [1, Theorem 2] ). Our example shows that even for one-to-one mappings, some additional hypothesis on <h must be imposed to guarantee that Cj, is bounded. Example 4 is also related to the above theorem. In Theorem 1 we give a valence condition on <f) which is sufficient for unboundedness of C<¡,. All of our results rely on the following Carleson measure criterion for boundedness of C<j,.
THEOREM [3] . Suppose that 4>: B -> B is holomorphic and that p = a(<¡>*)~1. Then C<¡, is bounded on H2 if and only if there is a C > 0 so that p(S(ç, t)) < Ct2 for all Ç G dB and t > 0. In this case we say that p is a o-Carleson measure.
W. Rudin's book [6] will be used as a standard reference. We will restrict our attention to B2 = B. For cf>: B -> B, write <j> = (<hi,<h2). Let a denote surface measure on dB. If C G dB, set (j)*(ç) = lim,.^, 4>(rç); so d>* : dB -> B. Further define S(ç, t) = {z G B : \l -(z,ç)\ < t}. Here (•, •) denotes the usual complex inner product in C2, and t > 0. Let Q(ç, t) = S(c, t) fl dB. which satisfy the following. Ifc,^ G dB and<f>*(ç) = £, then <j)*(Q(ç,t)) c S(ç,At) for allO <t < 6.
PROOF. <f> has a continuous extension to B, which we can also denote by <j>. In fact 4> is Lipschitz on B. Thus there is a D > 0 so that if z, w G B and \z -w\ < t, then \4>(z) -(¡)(w)\ < Dt. Let e = (1,0). Consider the case that ç = £ = e. Set L^liminf1-'^'2. 1 -|2i|2 <2t-t2. If follows that (1 -2t,z2) G E2t. Thus (1 -2t,z2) G S(e,4t), so that 4>(l -2i, z2) G S(e, 4tL).
Set 6 = 1/2L. Suppose that 0 < t < 6, and z G Q(e, t). Then \z-(1 -2t, z2)\ < \l-z1\ + 2t < 3i, so that \4>(z)-(f>(l-2t,z2)\ < D(St). Thus |l-(/>i(z)| < 4tL+3W, and the lemma holds with A -4L + 3D.
For the general case choose unitaries U and V : C2 -> C2 with Ue -ç and
Vt\ -e. Apply the first part of the proof to the map A = V o <f> o U. There are positive numbers A and 6 so that X(Q(e, t)) C S(e,At) for 0 < t < 6. Since U(Q(e,t)) = Q(ç,t) and V-x{S{e,At)) = S{^,At), we have (¡>(Q(c,t)) C S(£, Ai).
Finally, note that A depends on the Lipschitz constant D and on L. But L < sup{\\4>'(z)\\ : z G B}, so that both S and A can be chosen independent of ç and £.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Since an automorphism of B induces a bounded composition operator, we may assume that <j>(0) -0. Fix a positive integer n.
Suppose that £ G dB and card(^*)_1(¿;) > n. Choose Çi,ç2,...,fn G dB so that 4>*(ík) -$i 1 < A; < n. Choose ^4 and <5 as in Lemma 1. Then choose in. with 0 < to < 6 and so that if 0 < t < to, the sets Q($i,t),... ,Q(çn,t) are pairwise disjoint. Thus o(ch*)-x(S(i:,At))>ol\jQ(ck,t)\ *nt2.
Since n is arbitrary, it is clear that cr(4>*)~1 is not a Carleson measure, and the theorem is proven.
3. Examples. We now construct a biholomorphism $ of B into B which is a homeomorphism of B onto $(£?) and such that C& is unbounded on H2. Let V be as in Example 1 and let 4>(z) = ¿(18 + 901 -22? + 2z%,9z2 -4zxz2).
We will consider the map $ -xp o <h. Our first step is to study cp. LEMMA 3. <p is one-to-one on B.
PROOF. Suppose that <p(z) = <p(w) with z,w G B. Then 92i -2z\ + 2z\ = 9wi -2w\ + 2xv2, so that (2, -u>i)(9 -22, -2wi) = 2(w2 -z2)(w2 + z2). Hence |Z1 -Wl\ < l\u>2 -Z2\.
Also 922 -42i22 = 9tl>2 -4xViXV2 SO that (9 -42,)(22 -w2) = 4w2(zi -Wi).
Thus I22 -xv2\ < ||2i -wil, and 2 = w. The motivation behind the formula for <p is that if 21 and 22 are real, then 4>i(zi,z2) = Reg(2i +¿22) and 4>2(zi,z2) = Img(2i +122)-Since g(A) C A, one can hope that <p(B) c B. Further, the curve 4>(C) has second order tangency at e toC. Thus, (1) |l-$i(2)|< l([l-Zl\* + \l-z¡-z¡\) {or zGB.
We will show that \imt>o(cr(^*)~1(S(e,t))/t2) = oo so that cr($*)_1 is not a Carleson measure.
Consider the parametrization of dB given by (21,22) = (s/l -pe101, y/pe102 ) ; 0 < p < 1, -7T < 6i,92 <ir. It is easy to check that do = dpd0id92. For 0 < f < 1, let Bt = {(x/U^~pei6\yfpeie*y.Q<0i < t, 0 < 92 < tt,p < mm{Vt,(t/62)}.
The following estimates show that Bt C ($*)~1(S(e,t)). Suppose that 2 G Bt.
Then (2) Also (3) |l-2i|2 = l-r-|2i|2-2|2i|cOS0i < (1 -\Zl \)2 + 9J
= (i -Vi-p)2 + ö2 < p2 + ej < t +12 < it.
\\-z\-z22\ = |1 -(1 -p)e2l9i -pe2l6*\ < p\l -e2ie>\ + (1 -p)|l -e2^ \ < 2p02 + 20! <2t + 2t = it.
Thus from (1), (2) , and (3), |1 -$i(z)| < ¿(2t + 4i) = t. Finally, et r^/i c\i /*7r ft/62 /.ir ± <r(Bt)= dOi / (¿02 / dp+ I d62 I dp =t2 + t -d62
Thus lt($*)_1 is not a Carleson measure. $ is the simplest one-to-one map we have been able to construct which induces an unbounded composition operator. However, motivated by inequalities (2) and (3), we can construct a simple (quadratic) mapping A of B into B which is two-to-one on B and so that Ca is unbounded. Also the derivative of ^l is unbounded near e. We claim that C$ is bounded, even though the MacCluerShapiro Theorem [4, Theorem 6.4] does not apply. The proof is somewhat tedious, and we only give an outline. We must show that there is a C > 0 so that if ç G dB and t > 0, then o(^*)~1(S(ç,t)) < Ci2. Since on the complement of a neighborhood of e, |$*| is strictly less than 1, we need only consider ç near 1. Then if 2 G Q(c, t) and t is small, we will also have 2 near e. >3|A-2i|-2(l-|2i|) > |A-2i|.
From (4), (5) , and (6) we have (7) ^iA-"i-^f^rF6|1.gll<, Some computation shows that
Vl-ki|Vl-kil2 < 2 (2y/2^]ç7\ -1 -\zi\) < 2|A -2i|.
Hence if ç and 2 are sufficiently near e that |Çi|/8 > -^ and |1 -211 < ^, then from (7), T5|A-2i|-^|A-2i|<i.
Thus 2 G Q((A/|A|,0),20í). We can take C = 400.
